Seeking a **CLINICAL PHARMACY SPECIALIST AMBULATORY CARE**

**Beautiful Pacific States outdoor recreational location**

Work at a **PREMIER MEDICAL CENTER/TEACHING HOSPITAL** with a collaborative practice. Excellence in clinical care, biomedical research and medical education - approved for grants, GME Residents, and Joint Faculty with University Medical Centers

**SEEKING:** PGY1, PGY2 a plus, or Fellowship.
Diverse experiences in primary care medicine

**COMPENSATION:**
- ~$71-86 Hourly Rate
- Bonus, Relocation, Benefits, 401K
- Tuition Loan Reimbursement

**OVERVIEW:** Patient Care, Research, Education
Prescriptive authority - Direct patient care - Clinical projects, research - Create and Implement protocols/programs
- Preventative care and chronic disease management
- Review patient medication regimen for clinical effectiveness, drug selection, dosing, contraindications, side effects, drug interactions and therapeutic outcomes. Communicate findings with prescribers, provide alternatives to treatment
- Lab values; recognize abnormalities. Expertise in principles of clinical pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics -- dose adjustment recommendations based on lab findings
- Review/implement Pharmacotherapy and treatment guidelines with providers
- Document clinical interventions
- Authority on drug usage, interactions, over-dosages
- Preceptor
- Plan collaborative drug therapy research studies
- Evaluate requests of non-formulary and restricted drugs
- Direct patient care

**LOCATION:** Breathtaking scenery, downtown thriving! Rugged mountain vistas are backdrop of this beautiful city with its small-town feel. Recreation: water and snow skiing, fishing, backpacking, kayaking, whitewater rafting, mountain biking/hiking, camping. Live/concert/movie theaters, art galleries. Affordable cost of living!

**For details or consideration:**
Please inquire directly to Patty Wyatt
patty@clinipost.com   469.626.5161
Visit us at clinipost.com
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